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POLITICHE ECONOMICHE E AMBIENTE COMPETITIVO: PROVA DEL 17-01-2008 L’esame ha la durata di novanta minuti e consiste in un commento al documento allegato. La prova di esame dovrebbe avere la seguente struttura: (1) un breve riassunto dei principali punti sollevati dal relatore nel suo intervento; (2) un approfondimento di alcuni tra i temi ritenuti più rilevanti, utilizzando possibilmente anche l’apparato analitico ed i modelli sviluppati nel corso.



The euro area and its Monetary Policy President’s Address by Jean-Claude Trichet, President of the ECB 7 September 2007 Ladies and Gentlemen, I will concentrate on structure and facts that can change the outlook in a long-lasting fashion. And I will give you a diagnosis and draw an inference for monetary policy.



Diagnosis The diagnostic part of my observations has two elements. One is a basic stylised fact that can be shown – like an X-ray – in a simple picture. The second element consists in a substantial body of evidence on the deep economic structure that forms the landscape in which monetary policy in the euro area has to operate. I will argue that the two elements taken together – the stylised fact and what we know about the deep economic structure – pose a puzzle. I will then offer the key to solving the puzzle. Take the simplest measure of economic performance, the mean and the standard deviation of annual CPI inflation and of a conventional measure of output for the euro area, the United States and several other countries over the period following the start of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU First, and almost en passant, you are led to confirm a fundamental economic principle which is a cornerstone of our monetary framework: higher inflation is not automatically associated with a superior economic performance. Comparing means – of inflation and output – across countries you can find simply no connection between average inflation and average macroeconomic performance, even at business cycle frequencies. As a simple corollary, higher inflation merely imposes additional costs on the economy, costs which it is my precise duty to spare euro area businesses and consumers. When seen from an international perspective, real activity in the euro area – in its deviation from trend – has been remarkably in line with that seen in other countries, but with a crucial difference: euro area inflation has been appreciably lower and more stable, thus benefiting consumers and allowing businesses to make decisions within an economic environment unclouded by the “fog” that inflation inevitably creates. Now, moderate real and nominal volatilities are hard to square – at first sight – with the second element of my diagnosis: a structural environment in the euro area characterised by pervasive rigidities. While the sources of structural rigidities in the euro area are manifold, I will single out one dimension on which we have access to high-quality information, nominal rigidities. Here I can build on an extensive body of empirical research into price flexibility that has been assembled by staff of the European Central Bank (ECB) and of the entire European System of Central Banks in a monumental analytical effort to identify the main microeconomic facts on which the workings of EMU are founded. This research comes to one main conclusion. In the euro area, prices are distinctly less flexible than, say, in the United States. Prices change infrequently. The frequency of price adjustments – the share of prices in a representative sample of product categories that are changed each month – is low relative to the US record. The average



duration of a consumer price spell – a measure of the time that it takes for retailers to re-price their products – is 13 months. According to surveys, the average producer price spell is 11 months. In the United States, comparable figures indicate durations of less than 7 months and slightly more than 8 months respectively. Returning to my original puzzle, we now have what I think is a simple and theoretically sound explanation: by eradicating intrinsic inflation persistence from the economy, the current monetary regime has improved the inflation-output volatility trade-off, moving the euro area economy down and to the left – close to the zero point – where indeed you would find it in the scatterplot.



Alertness The nature of the inflation process and the structural peculiarities of the euro area – some of which I tried to outline in my remarks today – have played an important role in positioning the stance of monetary policy over the past. The policy course was carefully calibrated to a rigid environment where, however, expectations have learned to look forward – and into the eyes of the ECB – rather than backward. For one thing, we have been guided by the understanding that a central bank operating in a relatively rigid economy is able to exert the same amount of impact by adjusting its policy instrument in more moderate steps than in a relatively more flexible economy. Under the structural conditions that prevail in our economy, an erratic policy course would introduce unwelcome volatility in both inflation and output that would necessitate corrective, countervailing action further down the road. Over more recent times, incoming data which have indicated increasingly persuasive signs of a recovery in an environment of abundant credit and elevated commodity prices were correctly mapped into expectations that the stance would – gradually – be adjusted, consistent with our remit to control inflation over the medium term.



Concluding remarks In retrospect, market expectations have aligned well with our intentions. They have internalised the principle that the withdrawal of accommodation is conditional on the evolution of our analysis. It is not been predicated on any single short-term indicator of the macroeconomic state. In the last few months, the ECB has not measured the state of the economy by the strength or weakness of any particular piece of incoming news. It has continued to extract the macroeconomic trend from the wealth of cumulative evidence accruing – from month to month – from the economic and the monetary side. As I said yesterday, on behalf of the Governing Council, our monetary policy stance is still on the accommodative side and the medium term outlook for price stability remains subject to upside risks. I said that at the same time, the financial market volatility and reappraisal of risk of recent weeks have led to an increase in uncertainty. Given this high level of uncertainty, it is appropriate to gather additional information and to examine new data before drawing further conclusions for monetary policy in the context of our medium term oriented monetary policy strategy. That being said, our “constant steady alertness”, and determination to act in the future whenever it is necessary makes no doubt in the mind of observers. By acting in a firm and timely manner we will ensure that risks to price stability over the medium term do not materialise and that medium term inflation expectations remain firmly anchored in line with price stability. I thank you for your attention.



POLITICHE ECONOMICHE E AMBIENTE COMPETITIVO: PROVA DEL 14-02-2008 L’esame ha la durata di novanta minuti e consiste in un commento al documento allegato. La prova di esame dovrebbe avere la seguente struttura: (1) un breve riassunto dei principali punti sollevati dal relatore nel suo intervento; (2) un approfondimento di alcuni tra i temi ritenuti più rilevanti, utilizzando possibilmente anche l’apparato analitico ed i modelli sviluppati nel corso.



Challenges for the European economy Speech by Lucas Papademos, Vice President of the ECB Delphi, 23 July 2007 Introduction “There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to handle than to initiate a new order of things.” These were the warning words of the Italian statesman and political philosopher Niccolo Machiavelli, back in the 15th century. It is in the light of these words that we can especially appreciate the extraordinary achievement of the Treaty of Rome, signed 50 years ago. For that Treaty did no less than “initiate a new order of things” in Europe. It changed – irreversibly – the relations among the nations of this Continent. Over the past 25 years, the evolution of the European Union has been impressive. The European Union has taken unprecedented steps towards deepening and broadening its integration. Today, the Union comprises 27 Member States and has created a zone of peace, stability and prosperity for 495 million Europeans. A truly historic milestone with far-reaching monetary, but also economic and political, implications was the establishment of monetary union in 1999 and the creation of the single currency, the euro. An important consequence of a country’s participation in monetary union is the surrender of monetary sovereignty to the European institution responsible for the conduct of the single monetary policy. This means that monetary policy cannot be conducted at the national level any longer, but is now the responsibility of the European Central Bank, which formulates the single monetary policy for the euro area as a whole. In my contribution to this conference on the future challenges for Europe, I will address two issues which are fundamental to the long-term performance of the European economy and the prosperity of European citizens: • •



the first concerns the necessary conditions and policies that can ensure in the long run the stability and credibility of the euro as a “currency without a state”; the second relates to certain challenges that must be met so that the euro area economy will enhance its potential for higher sustained growth.



II. The institutional and policy framework for Economic and Monetary Union in Europe The success of the euro during the first eight years of its existence has demonstrated that we have found some robust answers to our problems. First, the very design of Economic and Monetary Union took into account the dichotomy between, on the one hand, a supranational single monetary policy and, on the other hand, economic policies – such as fiscal, structural or employment policies – which have remained the responsibility of the member countries. How have we taken this into account? By creating appropriate



institutions. Solid and appropriately designed institutions are indispensable. But additional ingredients are necessary for the successful and sustained performance of monetary union. The second essential condition pertains to the policy framework which should include: clear policy objectives, intelligent and enforceable rules, effective policy instruments appropriately assigned to objectives, and credible commitment to objectives and rules. For the monetary union pillar of EMU, the independence of the ECB, which is enshrined in the Treaty and safeguarded by the public’s support, and the clear unambiguous orientation of monetary policy to the preservation of price stability are the core elements of the institutional set-up and our monetary policy framework. These elements are solid and well-founded regardless of alternative views occasionally expressed. This institutional arrangement is functioning well, it is delivering price stability and favourable financing conditions and, as a result, it is making an ongoing contribution to sustainable economic growth and job creation in Europe. Not only have inflation rates been on average in line with the ECB’s definition of price stability, namely an inflation rate close to, but less than, 2%, but medium and long-term inflation expectations have also remained firmly anchored to our definition of price stability. These facts show that the markets and the public have confidence in the euro and in the ability and determination of the ECB to maintain price stability. Beyond the well-designed institutions for monetary union, the ECB’s monetary policy strategy and the actual conduct of policy have played an important role in the attainment of our price stability objective and the effective functioning of monetary union. The forward-looking, medium-term orientation of this strategy and its analytical framework, employing both economic and monetary analyses and all available pertinent information, has helped provide a comprehensive assessment of the outlook for and the risks to price stability and thus a solid basis for monetary policy decision-making. Moreover, transparent communication has enhanced the understanding, effectiveness and credibility of monetary policy throughout the euro area.



III. The challenges for economic policies in Europe For Europe’s current economic expansion to remain dynamic on a sustainable basis in the increasingly competitive globalised economy, it is essential to further strengthen the two fundamental determinants of long-term growth: labour utilisation and productivity by appropriately influencing the underlying factors that determine the ability of the European economy to achieve increased efficiency and create more employment. In recent years, the rates of growth of both labour utilisation and productivity have increased, but there is room and need for further and sustained gains. Let me briefly elaborate on the prospects and means. Nevertheless, there is clearly scope and need for further improvement in the euro area labour markets. The labour force participation rate and the hours worked per employed person are still relatively low and the unemployment rate is still unacceptably high in comparison with other advanced economies and with the performance of the European labour markets twenty years ago. The good news that we are witnessing at present a job-creating economic recovery in all euro area countries is accompanied by another encouraging development with a potentially positive impact for sustainably higher longer-term growth: the productivity performance of the euro area has also improved recently. It is, however, too early to say whether this is a temporary or permanent improvement. th. There is growing recognition and consensus on the need for further substantial reforms to address the structural weaknesses of the European economy. Policy-makers in Europe know what their “To Do list” is in this respect. It includes: 1. reforms to strengthen competition in goods and especially in services markets; 2. reforms to increase flexibility and adaptability in labour markets; 3. reforms to improve education (including on-the-job training and lifelong learning), boost research and development, enhance innovation and facilitate the diffusion of technological advances, so as to fully exploit the potential of an increasingly knowledge-based economy;



POLITICHE ECONOMICHE E AMBIENTE COMPETITIVO: PROVA DEL 10-07-2008 L’esame ha la durata di novanta minuti e consiste in un commento al documento allegato. La prova di esame dovrebbe avere la seguente struttura: (1) un breve riassunto dei principali punti sollevati dal relatore nel suo intervento; (2) un approfondimento di alcuni tra i temi ritenuti più rilevanti, utilizzando possibilmente anche l’apparato analitico ed i modelli sviluppati nel corso.



Productivity, structural reforms and globalisation Speech by Jürgen Stark, Member of the Executive Board of the ECB Brussels, 11 October 2007 It is a great pleasure to be here today and talk to you about the economic situation and outlook for the euro area economy. Nowadays the two big questions which many people have in mind when they think about this topic are: is the euro area economy at a turning point? And: what can we do to move to a path of high, sustainable growth? In my presentation, I will share some thoughts with you and provide some tentative answers. I will look at these issues from a particular angle.



1 Euro area economic performance since 2006 and outlook Growth in economic activity in the euro area accelerated during 2006 and remained strong in the first half of 2007 after a prolonged period of subdued growth, which began in 2001. Global economic growth was very dynamic, in particular in emerging Asia and with high growth rates in the new EU Member States. Moreover, different domestic demand components gained momentum. Investment dynamics benefited from an extended period of favourable financing conditions, balance sheet restructuring, strong corporate earnings and gains in business efficiency. Consumption also strengthened further, in line with the developments in real disposable income, which was increasingly supported by employment growth and improving labour market conditions. Employment in the euro area increased by more than two million in 2006, an increase which was in line with the pattern of economic growth and contained real wages reflecting the impact of recent labour market policy measures. The strength of employment growth also translated into a sizeable reduction in the unemployment rate. Turning to global demand factors, global economic activity remains resilient so far despite the turmoil. The impact of the US economic slowdown on world demand (and euro area foreign demand) has been largely offset by robust economic growth in emerging economies. But the financial turmoil has increased downside risks to the global economic outlook, intensifying those already stemming from possible further increases in oil and commodity prices, rising protectionist pressures and broader concerns about global imbalances. Let me now turn briefly to recent price developments and the outlook for inflation. According to Eurostat’s flash estimate, the annual HICP inflation rate increased strongly to 2.1% in September 2007, from 1.7% in August, having been below 2% for 12 consecutive months. A particularly strong effect from the decline of energy prices a year ago, combined with the recent substantial increase in oil prices, contributed significantly to this increase. Owing to this effect, we are now entering a period during which we expect the inflation rate to remain significantly above 2% in the remaining months of 2007 and in early 2008, before moderating again. The ECB always cross-checks its assessment of price stability emerging from the economic analysis with the indications about medium to longer-term risks apparent from our monetary analysis. Without going into the details – because some of the elements were already mentioned before, when I discussed financial market and credit conditions – let me just say that our current monetary analysis identifies continued strong



underlying rates of money and credit expansion and thus confirms the prevailing upside risks to price stability at medium to longer-term horizons. The current experience indeed confirms again the usefulness of the ECB’s approach. A broad assessment of underlying trends in money and credit growth is particularly important during the current period of financial market volatility, as the latter may increase the focus on short-term behaviour and developments at the expense of the necessarily medium-term orientation of monetary policy.



2 Productivity growth, market structure and globalisation The performance of European countries can be traced back to existing policies and market rigidities. Policies have changed over the last decade and the impact of these policy reforms is partly visible, but the structural reforms identified in the Lisbon agenda still have the potential to further increase both labour productivity growth and therefore the long-term growth potential of the European economy. Major structural reforms are obviously not easy to achieve and require a high degree of ‘national ownership’ and commitment to the reform objectives agreed under the Lisbon process. In my view, a healthy economic environment consists of well-functioning product markets. This means an environment where competitive forces will reduce price margins, and therefore entrepreneurs have a strong incentive to allocate their resources in the most efficient way. An additional channel through which competition has an impact on labour productivity is via enhanced innovation, for when competitive pressures are strong there are more incentives to innovate so as to gain an advantage over rivals. Numerous economic studies have documented the positive link between competition and innovation. Against this background, it can be said that the removal of barriers to competition should be a policy priority of the European Commission. Inflexible labour markets have also been blamed for the labour productivity slowdown in the euro area. Labour market rigidities discourage the effective reallocation of labour. Labour market flexibility is not an issue of productivity growth only. Flexible labour markets in terms of wage and employment adjustment benefit both firms and workers. Contractual flexibility is essential in a world of technological change and globalisation – about which I will talk more in a minute – where workers can no longer count on job security. It enhances the opportunity to get into a new position and leads to higher employment security. Education and training systems need to help workers master transitions between jobs and keep up with technological developments. Flexible labour markets and efficient activation measures contribute to shorter periods of unemployment, which could otherwise lead to a decline in worker’s skills and productivity.



Concluding remarks I would like to conclude by saying that Europe is reforming its economy so as to adapt to the challenges of globalisation, technological change and ageing. Considerable progress has been achieved, as reflected in the significant rise in employment growth. Now the challenge is to also raise the level of productivity growth in all euro area countries. If this challenge is not met, it is hard to imagine that Europe will be able to achieve a higher growth path and to keep the wealth of its citizens. Monetary Union has been effective – and very successful – in supporting growth through a credible monetary policy which creates a stable macroeconomic environment and has lowered financing costs for a number of euro area countries through a reduction of risk premia. EMU, moreover, gives impetus to European integration, particularly in financial markets, and to a further reduction of the barriers to competition. The Lisbon process now provides the tools to address the challenge of fully reversing the previous slowdown through further structural reforms. It will require the firm commitment of governments, entrepreneurs and workers to be successful and meet this challenge. I am still highly optimistic that we will succeed.
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